Update on BatteryMINDer Issues
From MMOPA forum posting, January 17, 2014, by Jonathan Sisk
Since BatteryMINDers are so widely used in the PA46 community, and often the subject of forum
threads, I would like to provide members with some subtle, but significant changes that VDC Electronics
has made in their aviation-specific BatteryMINDer models in late 2013. Hopefully, this will not come off
as too commercial or self-serving. But in the interest of full disclosure, my company does have a business
relationship with VDC.
Here is a summary of the changes:
•

RESET button/function has been eliminated (disconnect power to reset)

•

Simplified, improved control panel markings

•

Removed RTA-2415: 2’ fused ring terminal battery harness

•

Removed ABS-248: 2’ ring mounted battery temperature sensor & 6’ extension cable

•

Added ATS-1: Ambient Temperature Sensor (connects to charger, not battery)

•

Replaced BC-2410: 2’ Battery Clip Cord Set with Model BC-AA: Insulated & improved

•

New, much improved Owners Manual

I have attached some pictures that illustrate the configuration changes.

Previous configuration of BatteryMINDer cables & accessories

2014 configuration for aviation BatteryMINDers.

Until now, BatteryMINDer purchasers have struggled with the issue that the supplied battery temperature
sensor and battery connection harnesses were not eligible for legal installation on certified aircraft -people rightly expected that the harnesses supplied with an aviation-specific (and otherwise outstanding)
product be suitable and safe to install. With this recent change, VDC has now differentiated their aviation
offerings from automotive and other markets by no longer supplying these cord sets.
To facilitate a legal, airworthy battery connection on certified aircraft my company designed a battery
harness kit in 2013, Model BM-AIK2 Airframe Interface Kit.

BM-AIK2 Kit packaging.

Contents for installing a battery harness in certified aircraft.

It provides aviation-grade parts that one can simply hand to a FAA licensed mechanic to install. The kit
also includes specific regulatory references authorizing the installation as a minor alteration with returnto-service by the mechanic’s entry in the aircraft’s maintenance logbook. Sample logbook entry text is
even provided. No FAA field approval or Form 337 is required. Contents of the kit are shown below. A
special harness is also included to adapt the BatteryMINDer’s output plug from an SAE “trailer plug” to a
mating SB50 aircraft plug. This adapter harness is not installed on aircraft, but remains with charger.
We have also been advised by Concorde Battery that they do not approve of connecting devices like the
BatteryMINDer directly to their battery terminals. They maintain the battery bolts shipped with the
battery are adequate only for the OEM battery cable and additional ring terminals will compromise proper
thread engagement. Instead, Concorde recommends connecting to the battery relay. In situations like a
composite airframe where multiple connections need to be made to the battery terminal stack, Concorde
will supply correct length battery bolts upon request, and at no charge.
As it turns out, in the Malibu/Matrix/Mirage the battery relay is not easily accessed. A good compromise
is to connect the charger to the open terminal on the battery bus. I have attached an instruction sheet that
describes and illustrates this installation. Configuration is similar on JetProp conversion, but I believe that
the conversion already includes connections for a maintenance chargers, so not an issue.

Positive wire of harness connected to Battery bus.

Battery harness installed in forward baggage compartment of a Piper Malibu-Mirage aircraft above
external power receptacle. BatteryMINDer plug adapter at left (included).

Finally, for Meridian owners, be advised that serial numbers 4697256 thru 4697725 already have a
factory-installed connection for a maintenance charger inside the RH clam shell door, above the battery.
So all you need is a short harness to adapt the charger's SAE "trailer plug" to the blue Anderson SBS50
connector. For serial numbers before or after that range, you need to install a battery harness like the BMAIK2.
For more information, or answers to aircraft-specific questions, please visit our website:
http://www.audioauthority.com/product_details/BM-AIK2 or give us a call.

